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Abstract
The interaction of light andmatter is often described by the exchange of single excitations.When the
coupling strength is a significant fraction of the system frequencies, the number of excitations are no
longer preserved and that simple picture breaks down. This regime is known as the ultrastrong
coupling regime and is characterized by non-trivial light–matter eigenstates and by complex
dynamics. In this work, we propose to use an array Josephson junctions to increase the impedance of
the lightmode enabling ultrastrong coupling to a transmon qubit.We show that the resulting
dynamics can be generated and probed by taking advantage of themulti-mode structure of the
junction array. This proposal relies on the frequency tunability of the transmon and, crucially, on the
use of a low frequencymode of the array, which allows for non-adiabatic changes of the ground state.

1. Introduction

Cavity quantum electrodynamics allows for the study of light–matter interaction at the level of single atoms
interactingwith a single photon, both confined in a high-quality cavity. In practice, this interaction is typically
due to the coupling of the light’s electric field to the electric dipolemoment of the atom [1].When only a single
mode of light and only two atomic levels are relevant, this situation can be described by the Jaynes–Cummings
Hamiltonian ( =� 1),
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where wr is the cavity frequency, wa the atomic frequency and g the electric-dipole coupling. In this expression, a
( †a ) is the photon annihilation (creation) operator and si are the Paulimatrices for the atomic levels. The Jaynes–
CummingsHamiltonian describes the exchange of a single quanta between the field and the atom leading to
Rabi oscillations with angular frequency g2 . The strong coupling regime is achievedwhen the coupling, g, is
much larger than the dissipation rates of the system. This Jaynes–CummingsHamiltonian can be realizedwith a
wide variety of physical systems such as Rydberg atoms [1], quantumdots [2], trapped ions [3, 4] and
superconducting circuits [5].

The Jaynes–CummingsHamiltonian is, however, only an approximation of the RabiHamiltonian
describing coupling between the cavity electric field, +( )†E a a0 , and the atomic dipolemoment, sd x0 ,
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where =g d E0 0. The Jaynes–CummingsHamiltonian is a good approximation to HRabi when the coupling, g, is
smaller than the system frequencies, w wg ,a r� . In this situation, the fast rotating term s s++ -

†a a appearing
in the RabiHamiltonian can safely be dropped using the rotatingwave approximation (RWA) andwe recover
equation (1).Whilemore challenging to realize, there has recently beenmuch attention to the situationwhere
this approximation is no longer valid. This so-called ultrastrong regime, realizedwhen the coupling strength
approaches the system frequencies, differs remarkably from the Jaynes–Cummings regime [6–13].Most
significantly, while the ground state of HJC is simply the product of the atomic ground state and vacuumof the
field, the ground state of the RabiHamiltonian is an entangled atom-field state with a non-zero average photon
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number. From a practical point of view, this regime could also be useful in the context of quantum information
processing [14–17].

Superconducting quantum circuits form a promising platform to realize and study this novel light–matter
coupling regime. In particular, the realization of the ultrastrong coupling regimewithflux qubits, acting as the
atom, coupled to amicrowave resonator have been theoretically studied [18] and experimentally implemented
[19–22]. These experiments have primarily probed the spectral properties of the ultrastrong regime. A next step
is to probe the dynamics of the system in this regime and,moreover, to probe its non-trivial ground state.With
the system starting in its ground state, an approach is to non-adiabatically tune the coupling strength g from the
ultrastrong coupling regime to the strong coupling regime. The systemwill readjust to this change by emitting
photons as it relaxes back to its new ground state.Observing these photonswould constitute a clear signature of
the non-trivial nature of the ultrastrong coupling ground state.With system frequencies around 10 GHz [18–
20, 22], this however requires changes in systemparameters of the order of 10 pico-seconds. In practice, this
therefore appears to be extremely challenging.

In this work, we address this problembyworkingwith a low-frequencymode of amicrowave cavity.We
focus on the transmon qubit [23] capacitively coupled to an array of Josephson junctions realizing an inductance
with a dissipationless impedance larger than the resistance quantum [24–26]. Together with its capacitance to
ground, this superinductance plays the role of amulti-mode cavity.With w µg Zr 0 , whereZ0 is the cavity
impedance [18, 27], this approach allows for large qubit-mode coupling strengths.Moreover, by using a low-
frequencymode of the array, it is possible to realize ultrastrong couplingwith only amoderately large coupling
strength. In this situation, fast changes of systemparameters are possible and allow for the observation of
signatures of the ultrastrong coupling in the dynamics of the combined system. These dynamics can then be
probed by taking advantage of the presence ofmultiplemodes of the array and their cross-Kerr interaction [24].

The paper is organized as follows: we derive in section 2 theHamiltonian of the system, taking into account
themulti-mode structure of the array. In section 3, we identify parameters to reach the ultrastrong coupling
regime. In section 4 the dynamics of the ultrastrong coupling regime are investigated. Finally, section 5
concludes the paper.

2. Transmon coupled to a Josephson junction array

Weconsider the circuit offigure 1which consists of a transmon qubit [23] coupled to an array ofN Josephson
junctions [24]. The transmon qubit is characterized by the Josephson energy EJ and the capacitanceCs, which for
simplicity we take to include both the shunt capacitance and the junction capacitance.We assume the junctions
forming the array to have a large Josephson energy such that, to a good approximation, they behave asweakly
nonlinear inductances. These junctions are then characterized by their Josephson inductance LJ and junction
capacitanceCJ. Following [28, 29], the nonlinearity of the array junctions will be perturbatively reintroduced at a
later step.Moreover, we take into account the capacitance to groundC0 of the islands formed between the array
junctions. The capacitanceCq couples the qubit to the array andwill largely control their interaction strength.
Finally,Ci is a capacitance to an external control fieldwhichwill be used to probe the system andCe is the
capacitance to ground of the last array island, which can be constructed arbitrarily [24].

Figure 1.Circuit representation of the system. An array ofN Josephson junctions is treated as a series of inductors with inductance LJ
and capacitanceCJ. These junctions also have a parasitic capacitance to ground,C0. The array interacts viaCqwith a transmon qubit
characterized by the capacitanceCs and the Josephson energyEJ. Theflux node at the transmon is denoted fqb and the nodes of the
array goes from f0 to fN .
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Following the standard approach [30], the circuit Lagrangian reads
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where fn is the node flux of the nth island of the array, fqb the node flux of the transmon’s island and
j p= F 20 0 with themagnetic flux quantum F = ( )h e20 . In the last line of this equation, we have defined the
vector f f f f f= ¼{ }, , , ,N qb

T
0 1

G
of length +N 2, and the capacitance and inductancematrices C and L such

that equation (4) reproduces equation (3).
Ignoring the nonlinear termproportional toEJ for themoment, this Lagrangian leads to the Euler–Lagrange

equation

f f fW= - º- ( )C L¨ , 51 2
G G G

which has the qubitmode f f= ¼{ }0, , 0,qb qb
T

G
as one of the eigenvectors. Since the qubit’s Josephson energy is

not included in thematrixW = - -C L2 1 of size + ´ +N N2 2, thismode has zero eigenvalue and can easily
be identified. A convenient basis to treat the array and the qubit separately is obtained byfinding the eigenvectors
of the + ´ +N N1 1blockmatrix ofW2 that does not relate to fqb

G
.We refer to these eigenvectors as vk

G
, such

that theflux across the array is given as f f= å( ) ( )t t vk k k

G G
with the time-dependence written explicitly.With

this approach, the arraymodes are already renormalized by the qubit capacitances,Cq andCs. In contrast to the
modes of a transmission line resonator, notice that themode vectors, vk, are not orthogonal, i.e., ¹v v 0k

T
l .

Thesemodes are, however, linearly independent such that each termof f ( )t
G

decouple from each other in the
time evolution, equation (5), and thus constitute the normalmodes of the array. In the basis of these eigenmodes,
the Lagrangian in equation (4) takes the simple form
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where ( )v nk denotes the nth entry of the eigenvector vk
G
. In the above expression, we have defined themode

capacitanceCk andmode inductance Lk as
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With these definitions, the eigenmode frequencies take the usual form w = L C1k k k .
To obtain the associatedHamiltonian, wefirst identify the conjugate variables

f
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Introducing q̃ and f̃ as the row vectors of entries ( )qk qb and f ( )k qb , the above expressions can bewritten in
compact vector form as

f=˜ ˜ ˜̇ ( )Cq . 10

Wealso define L̃, the diagonalmatrix ofmatrix elements L1 k. Using this notation a Legendre transformation is
performed and theHamiltonian reads
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with the capacitances and inductances formode k given by the diagonal entries of thematrices,
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TheHamiltonian of equation (11) can be expressed as the sumof a qubitHamiltonian,Hqb, an array
Hamiltonian,Harray, and their coupling,Hc. The qubitHamiltonian takes the standard form
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While the above form is useful in simplifying analytical expressions, all numerical calculations in this paper are
based on the exact diagonalization of equation (13).

Expressing themode operators qk and fk in terms of the creation (annihilation) operators †ak (ak) formode k
of the array
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the arrayHamiltonian takes the standard from w= å ˜ †H a ak k k karray . In this expression, themode frequencies are

w =˜ ( ˜ )Z C1k k k where = ˜ ˜Z L Ck k k is the characteristic impedance ofmode k [27, 28]. The frequencies w̃k

differ slightly from wk due to the off-diagonal elements of C̃ . As can be seen from the first termof equation (11),
these terms also causes a small coupling between the arraymodes. Thismode-mode coupling is due to the qubit-
array interaction and is analogous to amulti-modeA2-term [31, 32]. Omitting array junctions nonlinearities,
theHamiltonian then takes the form
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In the transmon regime E E 1J C � , the qubit-array coupling strength takes the form
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As expected, we find that w µ˜g Zk k k [18, 27]. As alreadymentioned, in addition to a qubit-array coupling,
equation (19) also contains amode-mode interaction given by
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In practice the frequency difference betweenmodes is such that w w-˜ ˜ 2 G100l k kl, evaluated using the
parameters used in section 3.Due to the smallmagnitude of theseGkl, we can neglect their renormalization of
themode-frequencies.

To finalize the derivation of the systemHamiltonian, we now include the array junction nonlinearities
following the approach of [28, 29]. Taking advantage of the weak nonlinearity of these junctions, we consider
only the fourth order expansion of the cosine potential of each array junction leading to the nonlinear
potential

åf
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Expressing this in the eigenmode basis, using themode creation and annihilation operators, and dropping all
rotating terms, this leads to the additional term in theHamiltonian of equation (11) [28]
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where the self- (Kkk) and cross-Kerr (Kkl) coefficients can be expressed as
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with fD º - +( ) ( ) ( )n v n v n 1k k k . It follows immediately that = -K K K2kl kk ll [29].
We note that theHamiltonian of equation (19)was obtained by first finding the qubit-renormalized array

modeswhichwere used as a convenient basis.With this approach, themodes already take into account the
capacitancesCs andCqwhichmay bemuch larger than the array capacitances and hence significantly change the
mode structure.With this choice, themode-mode-couplings ,Gkl, are then very small and can be ignored.
Another approach tofind the systemHamiltonianwould be tofirst diagonalize the Lagrangianwithout coupling
to ḟqb and then reintroduce this coupling. Such an approachwould lead tomuch largermode-mode-coupling
whichwould then have to be taken into account by exact diagonalization. Both approaches, in the end, lead to
equivalent coupling strengths between the arraymodes and the qubit, gk.

Before concluding this section, we note that the distinction between the resonator and the transmon in the
systemHamiltonianmay seem artificial. After all, the split into a transmon degree of freedom and array degrees
of freedom is unnecessary to calculate the eigenfrequencies of the combined system. This distinction is, however,
useful since one of themodes of the total system, the qubitmode, inherits themost from the transmon’s large
nonlinearity. This can bemademore apparent by replacing the qubit junction by a SQUID. For symmetric
junctions, this leads to the replacement jF( )E E cos 2J J x 0 , with Fx the externalflux, in the qubit
HamiltonianHqb. In this situation, the qubitmode is widely flux tunablewhile the arraymodes have, following
our treatment, no explicit dependence onflux. This also affects the qubit-array couplingwhich, in the transmon
regime, now takes the form

jF » F F =( ) ( ) ( ) ( )g gcos 2 0 , 25k x x k x0
1 4

with F =( )g 0k x given by equation (20). Aswill be explored below, replacing the qubit junction by a SQUID also
provides a tool for initiating dynamics in the system.

3.Ultrastrong couplingwith a transmon

To investigate how strongly the transmon can be coupled to the array, we now focus on the lowestmode of the
resonator, k=0. Indeed, thismode is expected to have the largest zero-point fluctuations as characterized by

w µg Z0 0 0 (fromnowonwewrite wk, however, still referring to w̃k calculated in section 2). To reach a large
value ofZ0, the array junctionsmust be of large Josephson inductance LJ and of small capacitance to groundC0.
Moreover, since g0 naturally depends on the coupling capacitor,Cq, it is also useful tomake this capacitance
large.However, a change inC0 andCq does not only change g0, but it also influences other systemparameters
such as the transmon anharmonicity, EC, the transmon frequency, wa, themode frequencies, wk, and the other
mode couplings, gk. Our approach tomaximize the coupling strength is thus tofix the qubit anharmonicity EC
and themode frequency w0 forfixed values of the capacitanceC0. The coupling g0 is then optimized numerically
by varying the rest of the systemparameters. Aswill be clear below,Cq is not part of this optimization butwewill
varied tofind an explicit dependence of g0 on this capacitance. This approach does not guarantee the globally
maximal coupling strength, but it is sufficient to identify parameters that yield a transmon in the ultrastrong
coupling regime.

For the numerical examples presented below, wefix thefirstmode frequency to w p= ´2 2 GHz0 , while
the transmon anharmonicity isfixed to p= ´E 2 300 MHzC with Josephson energy =E E 50J C . For a
resonatormode at this frequency cooled to 15mK [24], the thermal population is as small as∼ 0.0016 photons.
On the other hand, larger effective temperatures have been reported in some experiments [33].We note that,
even at 50mK, the thermal population is, however, only still of 0.14 photons.With a small value of thismode
frequency, it is possible to reach a large wg0 0 ratio evenwith amoderate value of p ~g 2 1 GHz0 . In turn, this
means that non-adiabatic changes of parameters are possible with realisticfluxmodulations, allowing for the
observation of ultrastrong dynamics.With these choices, figure 2 shows the results of a numerical optimization
of the coupling strength as a function ofCq and for different values ofC0. As expected, increasingCq leads to an
increase of g0. The observed oscillations in the coupling strength are due to localmaxima in the numerical
optimization.While the value of the coupling capacitor used here is larger than used in a previous realization of
the ultrastrong coupling regime [34], it is comparable to capacitances used in transmon qubits [33].More
importantly, despite the large coupling capacitance, the parameters that we propose using here leads to the
standard E EJ C ratio of transmons. The results offigure 2 highlight that it is possible to reach the ultrastrong
coupling regimewith a large range of parameters. Finally, we note that themode frequency w0 was chosen to be
small, but still large enough to avoid important thermal photon population.

5
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While generating non-trivial dynamics is the objective here, it also important to have a readoutmechanism
to probe this dynamic. Because of the photon-number dependent frequency shift resulting from cross-Kerr
coupling, it is possible to use a secondmode to probe the photon population of the fundamentalmode [24].
Therefore, another design objective is to have a large cross-Kerr coupling betweenmodes.

To reach these objectives, we take as parameters:
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with wa the transmon qubit frequency at F = 0x . Furthermore we take the resonator decay rate
k p= ´2 50 kHz, corresponding to the losses observed in [24], which also includes losses induced by phase
slips in the junction array. The qubit decay rate and the pure dephasing rate are taken as
g g p= = ´f 2 50 kHz, values that are routinely observed forflux tunable transmons [35].With these choices,
the 0thmode is well within the ultrastrong coupling regimewhile the 1stmode is on the edge of that regime.
Moreover, the 2ndmode is both outside the ultrastrong coupling regime and is far-detuned from the qubit. As a
result, the dispersive coupling of thatmode and any highermode to the qubit is vanishingly small. On the other
hand, as desired the 2ndmode has a significant cross-Kerr coupling to the 0thmode allowing for photon
population readout.

Beforemoving to the dynamics of the system, it is instructive to also consider the spectral properties of the
coupled transmon-array systemby numerical diagonalizing ofHamiltonian equation (19). Infigure 3(a), the
eigenenergies for the transmon and the fundamentalmode, k=0, is shown as a function of the flux through the
transmon SQUID, Fx, with the parameters listed above. The eigenmodes are highly hybridized due to the
ultrastrong coupling and, as such, each eigenstate consists of both a substantial transmon and array component.
To gain amore qualitative understanding of these results, we present infigures (b) and (c) a similar spectrum,
butwith the transmon replaced by a two-level system and a harmonic oscillator, respectively. The two-level
systemmodel of panel (b) is constructed by truncating the transmonHilbert space to only two levels, while the
harmonic oscillator is chosen such that its transition frequency is that of the transmon’s 0-1 separation.We
notice that, while the transmonhybridizes the energy levels in a similarly way as to the harmonic oscillator, the
transmon spectrum includes a qubit-like avoided crossing indicatedwith the blue circles infigure 3.Moreover,
the crossings highlighted by the red ellipse in harmonic oscillator spectrum are not present for the transmon.
Therefore, while the transmon is not a qubit (i.e. a two-level system) due to its small anharmonicity, it pertains
matter-like features similar to a two-level system.

Figure 2.Coupling strength, g0, in units of w0 as a function of the coupling capacitanceCq as obtained by numerical optimization.
From top to bottom the parasitic capacitanceC0 is increasedwith 0.1 fF at the top followed by =C 10 fF andfinally =C 100 fF. The
other parameters are listed in the text.
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4.Dynamics in the ultrastrong coupling regime

In this section, we present numerical results of the dynamics for the systemwith the above parameters and in the
presence of damping. Because of the breakdown of the rotating-wave approximate in the ultrastrong coupling
regime, it is not possible to use the standard quantumopticsmaster equation [36].We instead use amaster
equation derived in the instantaneous eigenbasis ñ{∣ ( ) }j t of the full systemHamiltonian including Kerr
nonlinearity. Following [36], thismaster equation reads

å
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the system eigenstates with the relaxation rates
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In the above expressions, a0 ( †a0 ) refers to the fundamentalmode annihilation (creation) operator and b ( †b ) to
the qubit lowering (raising) operator.With these forms for the rates, the equilibrium state of equation (26) is the
ground state of the coupled system [36]. In contrast, the quantumopticsmaster equationwould bring the system
to the ground state of the uncoupled system, a state which is far from the true ground state in the ultrastrong
coupling regime.

4.1. Non-adiabatic generation of photons
As alreadymentioned, an important feature of the Jaynes–CummingsHamiltonian is that its ground state is that
of the uncoupled system. As a result, the nature of this ground state does not changewith systemparameters. In

Figure 3.Energy spectrumof (a) the transmonmodel, (b) two-level systemmodel and (c) a purely harmonic system as a function of
the flux trough the SQUIDwhich controls the transition frequency of the system. In all three cases, the coupling strength is

w =g 0.610 0 , with w p =( )2 2 GHz0 and w p =( )2 5.7 GHza . The blue circles in (a) and (b) indicates avoided crossings, while the
red ellipse in (c) highlight crossings.
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otherwords, if prepared in its ground state, a systemdescribed by the Jaynes–CummingsHamiltonianwill
remain in the vacuum state under parametricmodulations.

In contrast, the ground state, = ñ∣ j 0 , of the RabiHamiltonian can be approximated as [36]

x= ñ » -
L

ñ - L ñ + ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟j 0 1

2
00 11 2 02 31

2

to second order in w wL = +( )g a r andwith x w= Lg 2 r . On the right-hand-side of this expression, the first
index in the states refers to the qubit and the second to the photon number. Equation (31)makes it clear that the
ground state ofHRabi depends on the systemparameters and,moreover, has a finite average photon number.
Since themaster equation equation (26) relaxes the systemback to = ñ∣ j 0 , these photons do not decay out of the
cavity and are consequently difficult to observe.

Here we propose to take advantage of the dependence of = ñ∣ j 0 on the systemparameters to observe a
signature of these photons. Indeed, a non-adiabatic change of the systemparameters should lead to a change of
the average photon population underHRabi while it should have no effect underHJC. As alluded to earlier, this
photon population can then be probed by taking advantage of the cross-Kerr coupling between the arraymodes.
For the photon population to change under parametricmodulations, thismodulationmust, however, be non-
adiabatic. This is possible in this system andwith the parameters of section 3 because of the smallmode
frequency w0 and therefore the reasonably small g0 required to reach ultrastrong coupling.

To realize this, wemodulate theflux through the transmon’s SQUID loop as

wF = F( ) ( ) ( )t tcos 32x x
a

d

to induce non-adiabatic dynamics [37]. To reachmeasurable photon populations, largefluxmodulations
F20.1 0 are required.While thismodulation amplitude is larger thanwhat is typically used influx-pumped

Josephson parametric amplifiers, similar amplitudes have already been demonstrated experimentally [38].
Because of the change in systemparameters under this fluxmodulation, the overlap between the

instantaneous ground state at a given time, = ñ∣ ( )j t0 , and the ¢j th excited state at a later time ¢t , ¢ ¢ ñ∣ ( )j t will in
general be non-zero,

á = ¢ ¢ ñ ¹( ) ∣ ( ) ( )j t j t0 0, 33

a result that holds only when the RWA is not valid. This implies thatfluxmodulations can excite the system away
from the ground state. An example of this non-adiabatic dynamics is presented infigure 4(a)which shows the
photon population as a function of time as obtained by numerical integration of equation (26)with the
parameters of section 3 and amodulation frequency of w p= ´2 1.5 GHzd . In these simulations, the system
wasfirst initialized in the ground state = ñ∣ j 0 . Importantly, the drive frequency does not correspond to a
resonance frequency of the coupled system and is therefore not expected to directly drive specific system
transitions. Despite this, a consequential photon population is observed for w =g 0.610 0 (dark-blue line). On

Figure 4. (a)Average photon number in the fundamentalmode of the array as a function of time. The coupling strength is
wF = =( )g 0 0.61x0 0 (dark blue line) and w0.1 0 (light blue line). The external flux is wF = F ´ ( )t0.35 cosx d0 with

w p= ´2 1.5 GHzd . The other parameters are listed in the text. (b)Average photon number in the fundamentalmodewhen
interactionwith a transmon (dark blue line), a two-level system (light blue line) and a harmonic oscillator (red line). The transmon
data in (b) is identical to dark blue line in (a). (c)Population of the transmon levels at thefinal point of the dark blue line in (a).
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the other hand, a weaker coupling of w =g 0.10 0 (light blue line) for which the Jaynes–CummingsHamiltonian
is expected to be a good approximation shows amuch smaller average photon population.

To further illustrate this point, figure 5 shows the time-averaged photon number as a function of the
modulation frequency wd and for different drive strengths. Again, we observe that, for the small coupling
strengths, very few photons are generated and this occurs only at well-defined resonances. In the ultrastrong
coupling regime photons are, however, generated for a large range of frequencies. For the strongest coupling of

w =g 0.610 0 (dark blue line), photons are observed for all drive frequencies.Moreover, for some specific
frequencies, we observe an enhancement of the photon generation. Due to the complexity of the transmon-array
spectrum, these features can be difficult to identify as specific transitions in the spectrum. Additionally, we
notice that the generated photon number is significantly larger than the expected thermal population of the
array. The fact that anymodulation frequency leads to photons in the array confirms that photons are not
generated by directly exciting a transition of the static system, but are due to the non-adiabatic change of the
ground state. An analogy can be drawn tomulti-passage Landau-Zener transitions [39]. These transitions appear
when the parameters of a two-level system is changed in a non-adiabatic fashion through an avoided crossing. A
similar effect is observed herewith a non-adiabatic change in the ground state. The transmon-array systemhas,
however, a complex level structure where the Landau-Zener results cannot be explicitly applied. However, as
illustrated infigure 3, avoided crossings appear both in the spectrumobtained for a transmon and a two-level
system. In both cases this helps towards the generation of photons in the array. Infigure 4(b), we see that in the
two-level systemplus array, the photon number admits amuch richer dynamics due to the stronger nonlinearity
and broader avoided crossing. Infigure 4(b), we also compare the situation to a purely harmonic system. As
illustrated infigure 3(c), this systemdoes not shown avoided crossings and themodulation can here be
considered as a simple change of boundary condition of the arraymode. Thismodulation is then comparable to
the dynamical Casimir effect [38]. In practice, we see that the effect ismuchweaker than the non-adiabatic
generation of photons that are observed for the ultrastrong light–matter interactionwith a transmon and a two-
level system. Finally, we emphasize the qubit-like behavior of the transmon by pointing out the populations of
the transmon, shown infigure 4(c).We observe the small population beyond the first two level, with less than
0.1% above the first 4 levels. This emphasize the few-levelmatter-like behavior of the transmon.

4.2. Photon populationmeasurement
Tomeasure the photon population in the ultrastrongly coupledmode k=0, we take advantage of the cross-
Kerr coupling betweenmodes k=0 and 2. This couplingwas already used experimentally to characterize a
junction array [24]. Ignoring the other arraymodes, this coupling takes the form

= ( )† †H K a a a a , 34K 02 0 0 2 2

with = -K K K402 00 22 . Photon population inmode 0will shift the secondmode frequency by †K a a02 0 0, a shift
that can be resolved by probingmode 2.

The general approach is now to apply a coherent drive, e= +( )†H a ap p 2 2 , on resonance with the probe
mode via the input portCi (seefigure 1). The signal reflected from this port is then continuouslymonitored.
Similarly to dispersive qubit readout [40], the photon number, á ñ†a a0 0 , can be determined by homodyne
measurement of the field amplitude a2. The integrated homodyne signal can be expressed as

Figure 5.Time-averaged photon number for differentmodulation frequencies and coupling strengths. The lines from light to dark
indicate stronger coupling, g0, as indicated by the legend. The vertical dashed line indicates the value used in figure 4.
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òk= +e
t

t+
[ ( ) ( )] ( )†M a t a t td 35

T

2 out outp

m

withTm the integration time and τ the initial time of the integration. In this expression,
k= +( ) ( ) ( )a t a t a tout 2 2 in is the outputfield [41], with ain the input noise of the vacuum respecting

d¢ = ¢ -[ ( ) ( )] ( )†a t a t t t,in in , and k2 the decay rate ofmode k=2. The ability for such ameasurement to
distinguish the state from the systemwith nofluxmodulation, ie. no ultrastrong dynamics, is captured by the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Following [42, 43], the SNR can be expressed as

=
á ñ - á ñ

á ñ + á ñ

e

e

∣ ∣
˜ ˜

( )M M

M M
SNR , 36T

0

2
0
2m

p

p

with = - á ñe e eM̃ M Mp p p andM0 corresponds to the samemeasurement withoutflux-modulation, F = 0x .
As illustrated infigure 6, two approaches are considered. In the first approach, depicted in panel (a), the

probefield ismonitoredwhile continuouslymodulating the qubit flux. For simplicity, the nonlinearity of the
probemode is ignored and the photon number †a a0 0 is taken to be a classical number. Then, the equation of
motion for a2 reads

k
e k= - á ñ - - +˙ ( )†a K a a a a ai

2
i 37p2 02 0 0 2

2
2 2 in

which as the steady state solution

k e

k
=

-

á ñ +
( )†a

a

K a a

i

i 2
. 38

p
2
s 2 in

02 0 0 2

To obtain a simple estimate for the SNR, we use the values of á ñ†a a0 0 oscillating between 0.2 and 0.8 shown in
figure 4 and integrate the signal taking t = 100 ns to go beyond the initial ring up dynamics. For the parameters
presented in section 3, together with e p= ´2 2p MHz and k p= ´2 0.35 MHz2 , this yields a SNR larger
than 1 for an integration time k» -Tm 2

1. A larger SNR can be obtained by longer integration times, however, the
ultrastrong dynamics will eventually dephase due the dephasing rates F j. Using equation (38) the value of á ñ†a a0 0

is estimated andwe recover, as desired, the numerical time-averaged results shown infigure 5. In this analysis we
neglected the self-Kerr nonlinearity, p= ´ -K 2 2.4 MHz22 , but in general similar results for the cross-Kerr
probing can be obtained by including the nonlinearity in the analysis [44].

An alternativemethod tomap the dynamics shown infigure 4 is sketched infigure 6(b). In this approach, the
qubitflux ismodulated for a time τ around F = 0x with an amplitude of F = F0.35x 0. After this initial period of
ultrastrong dynamics, theflux is rapidly increased to F = F 2x 0 in a time span of one full period of oscillation,
p w »2 0.66d ns. At that point, the qubit has a vanishingly small transition frequency and is uncoupled from the
array, see equation (25). Now,with the coupling to the qubit absent, the population ofmode a0 simply decays to
the vacuum state at a rate k0. Again, it is worth emphasizing that due to the choice of a small resonator frequency
and, thus, low coupling, this change influx is fast enough tomaintain the photon number in the a0mode. Using
the same parameters as infigure 4, we numerically integrate equation (36) andfind, taking into account array
damping, amaximal SNR » 0.5Tm for ameasurement time »T 6m μs. For largermeasurement times, the signal
will be dominated by noise because the photon population of the a0mode have decayed. This estimate is
obtained fromnumerical integration including cross-Kerr coupling given by equation (34) and self-Kerr
nonlinearities for bothmodes. As above, from themeasured signal, the detuning of the probemode a2 from its
bare frequency w2 can nowbe inferred. Using the inferred probe detuning, the photon population inmode

Figure 6.Cross-Kerr readout schemes to probe the photons generated by the ultrastrong coupling dynamics. In (a)we apply the
modulation of the transmon continuouslywhile probing a highermode of theKerr resonator. In (b)we onlymodulate for a time τ
followed by a probing of a highermode.
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k=0 can then be estimated. Therefore, by treating the average photon number as an unknown parameter,
standard parameter estimation techniques [45, 46] can be used and the dynamics generated during the
ultrastrong coupling is observed.We expect that ameasurement of the dynamics can be obtained by only a few
experimental runs for each value ofτ.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown that it is possible to reach the ultrastrong coupling regime of light–matter
interaction by coupling a transmon qubit to a high impedancemode realized by an array of weakly nonlinear
Josephson junctions. Using realistic systemparameters, wefind coupling strengths as large as 0.6 times the
system frequency. Byworkingwith a low frequencymode of the array, this ultrastrong coupling is obtained for
moderate values of the coupling. This is an important advantage of our proposal. Indeed, with this choice, we
have shown that realisticmodulations of the transmon parameters are sufficient to result in dynamics of the
system that is distinctive of the ultrastrong coupling regime.Moreover, we have shownhow this dynamic and
the corresponding photon population can be probed by taking advantage of themulti-mode structure of the
array. These results show the possibility to probe the complex dynamics of the ultrastrong coupling regime,
opening a newwindowon this unconventional regime of quantumoptics.

Although, these results were obtained using a transmon, the general idea applies to different types of artificial
atoms. For example, it could be interesting to take advantage of the large anharmonicity offlux qubits [47] or of
the rich level structure of the fluxonium [48] in probing the ultra-strong dynamics.
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